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For relatively prime m and n we determine precisely the wasted area when a large p x q 
rectangle is packed with m x n tiles in the mast efficient manner, The case m = 1 is considered 
first, and we derive a formula far the wasted area depending only an the residue classes of p 
and q (mad n). This result has also been obtained by various other authors, Then by regarding 
an m x n tile as a union of 1 x n or 1 x m tiles a lower bound far the wasted area is obtained. 
Finally, by a series of explicit constructions, we show that far sufficiently large p, q, this lower 
bouald is actually the correct value. 
For fixed relatively prime m, n and sufficiently large p, q, we shall determine 
precisely the wasted area when a p x q rectangle is packed with m x n tiles in the 
most efficient manner. p, q, m, n are assumed to be integers, and we restrict our 
attention to packings in which the tiles are placed with their sides parallel to the 
sides of the rectangle. (Surprisingly, in many cases, the wasted area may be 
considerably reduced by placing the tiles at skew angles [l].) 
It will first be necessary to deal with the case of 1 x n tiles, which is solved by: 
Lemma 1. Let p, q 2 n and 
p = a(mod n) where 0 s a < n, 
q=b(mod n) O&Kn. 
Then the wasted area in the best possible packing with 1 x n tiles is given by 
I 
ab 
A= (n-a)(n-6) 
if d +b S n, 
if a+ban, 
This result is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.2 of Brualdi and Foregger 
[a] and WIS discovered independently b Singmuter [3]. We give the proof here 
for compktr;ness, 
PM&. If an a x b rectQngl@ ia cut out of a corner of P p x q rcztangk ~119 in Fig, 
l(i) thtl remaining area ia @azjily filled with 1 ti tiles8 LikewisE?, in Figa i(ii), fiiflce! 
p = a and q = B are divbible by n, the four outer ~et~ngla~ may be fIllad with 1 
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tiles, leaving an empty (n - a) x (n - 6) rectangle in the centre. Hence the wasted 
area does not exceed the quantity A defined in Lemma 1. 
Now partition the plane into unit squares, and colour every nth diagonal black. 
If we choo:;e n squares forming a 1 x n rectangle, either vertically or horizontally 
anywhere ‘In the plane, then precisely one of these squares will be black. If we 
position a p x q rectangle in the plane in such a way that it contains say k black 
squares, then it is clearly impossible to place more than k 1 x n tiles inside it. The 
wasted area is therefore at least pq - kn. Now it is easy to see that a rectangle with 
perimeter G!n may be placed between two black diagonals so as to contain no 
black squares. Thus, when a +b < n, the p x q rectangle Fig. l(i) may be 
positioned so that its a x 6 sub-rectangle contains no black squares. The rest of 
the p X q rectangle, since it is packable with 1 x n tiles, must then contain exactly 
k = (pq - ab)/n black squares, so the wasted area is at least pq - kn = ab. 
Similarly, when a + 6 > n, the rectangle of Fig. 1 (ii) may be placed so that its 
(n - a) X (n - 6) sub-rectangle contains no black squares. The same argument then 
shows that the wasted area is at least (n - u)(n - b), which proves the lemma. 
We can now formulate the main theorem. Let A = A@, q) be the wasted area 
in the best possible packing of a p x q rectangl’e with 1 x n tiles, as given by 
Lemma 1. Similarly, let B = B(p, q) be the wasted area in the best possible 
packing with 1 X tit tiles, where m and n are fixed relatively prime integers. 
k:cliJlr; K = R(p, q) to be the least non-negative integer such that 
R amax (A, B) and R =A(mod n), R =B(mod m) 
Theorem 1. if p and q are suficiently large, then the wasted ureu in the best 
possible packing of a p x q rectangle with m x n tiles is precisely R(p, q). 
Pro&. Since an m x n tile may be partitioned either into 1 x n tiles or into 1 X m 
tiles, it is clear that the wasted area is at least max (A, B). But it must also be 
congruent to A(mod n) and to B(mod m) and must therefore be at least R(p, q). 
It remains to show that for large p, q, a p X q rectangle can be packed with m X n 
tiles *Hi h a wasted area equal to* R(p, q). 
Giveha, two rectangles p x q and p’ x q’, we say rhey are of the same n-type if 
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p 5 p’, 4 = q’(mod n), and that they are of the same type if they are simultane- 
ously of the same n-type and the same m-type, i.e. if p = p’, q = q’(mod mn). 
Clearly the numbers A, B and R depend only on the type of the rectangle in 
question. 
Lemma 2. If two rectangles p X q and p’ X q’ are of the same type, with p’ > p > tnn 
and q’a q a mn, and the p x q rectangle can be packed leaving k unit holes, then 
the p’ x q’ rectangle can also be packed leaving k unit holes. 
Prcpsf, Set p’ = p + mnx, q’ = q + mny. Then the p’x q’ rectangle may be par- 
titioned as in Fig. 2. Since p 3 mn we may express p as p = mu + nv for suitable 
non-negative integers u and ZI. The p X mny subrectangle may then be split into 
an mu x mny and an nz) x mny rectangle, each of which is readily packed wit5 
m X n tiles. Similarly, writing q’ = mu’+&, we may pack the mnX xq’ sub- 
rectangle with m x n tiles, and the lemma is proved. 
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To prove Theorem 1, it will now suffice to find one p x q rectangle of each 
possible type, with p 3 mn, q 2 mn and which can be packed leaving R(p, q) unit 
holes. 
We say that two rectangles p x q and p’ x q’ are of opposite n-type if p’ = -p, 
and q’ = -q(mod n). By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, the type of a rectangle 
is uniquely determined by its m-type and its n-type, so with each type of 
rectangle p X q, we may associate three other types as follows: 
(1) same m-type and opposite n-type, 
(2) same n-type and opposite m-type, 
(3) opposite m-type and opposite n-type. 
These four types are said to be equivalent, and it will be noticed that each of 
the numbers, A, B, R is the same for all rectangles of equivalent type. 
Lemma 3. If a p x q rectangle can be packed leaving k unit holes, then there exists 
a rectangle of each equivalent ype which can also be packed leaving k unit holes. 
Proof. Set p = nx - mu, q = nu - my for suitable non-negative integers X, y, u, v. 
Then the rectangle shown in Fig. 3 has dimensions p + 2mv = -p + 2nx horizon- 
tally, and q + 2my = -q + 2nu vertically. Thus it has the same m-type as p x q, but 
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opposite n-type, and may clearly be packed with m X n tiles leaving just k unit 
holes situated inside its central p x q sub-rectangle. Using a similar construction 
with the roles of m and n interchanged, we may also reverse the m-type, while 
leaving the n-type fixed. Finally, using both constructions together, we may 
reverse both m-type and n-type. 
Lemma 4. For each positive integer k, there xists a rectangle whose n-type is I X k, 
and whose m-type is k x 1, which can be packed with m x n tiles Leaving k unit 
iho/es. 
Iproot. Choose positive integers x and y so that mx - ny = 1. In Fig. 4 the shaded 
squares on the diagonal represent k unit holes, and the rest of the rectangle is 
divided into mx x ny sub-rectangles, each of which may be filled with m X n tiles. 
The dimensions of this rectangle are p = kny + mx by q = kmx + ny so that 
p = l(mod n) and p =-&mod m), 
q = k(mod n) 4 =-l(mod m). 
It is therefore equivalent o the type required, and by Lemma 3 there is a 
rectangle of the required type which can be packed leaving k unit holes. 
Fig. 4 
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By suitable choice of x and y, we can ensure that p 3 mn, q 2 mc2, so by 
combining Lemmas 2 and 4, we see that every sufficiently large rectangle whose 
n-type is 1 x k and whose m-type is k X 1 may be packed leaving k unit holes. 
Now consider a rectangle of arbitrary type p x q and let 
p = a(mod n) 
q=b(mod n) 
and p=c(modm) where O=sacn and Osccm, 
q =&mod m) Osbeti 0 s d < WC. 
If a + b 6 n and c + d s m, then the first case of Lemma 1 pertains, both modulo n 
and module m, and we shall say that p x q is of nomtal type. It is clear that among 
any four equivalent ypes, one will be normal, so from Lemma 3 and the fact that 
R(p, q) is unchanged when p X q is replaced by an equivalent ype, it follows that 
we may confine our attention to normal types from now on. With this assumption, 
we now have, by Lemma 1, 
A (P, q) = ah WP, 4) = cd 
and we may set R(p, q) = ab + nr = cd + ms for suitable non-negative integers r, s. 
Lemma 5. If c 3 a and d 3 6, then there exists a rectangle of type p x q which can 
be packed leaving R(p, q) unit holes. 
Proof. Set c=a+x, d=b+y, where x 3 0, y a 0 and refer to Fig. 5. The two 
parts of Fig. 5 represent he same partition of the same p x q rectangle. The 
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left-hand diagram gives the lengths of the sides of the sub-rectangles (mod n), 
while the right-hand diagram gives these same lengths (mod m). Thus rectangle 
(I), for example, has its vertical side equal to a number which is congruent to 
O(mod n) and to b + y(mod m). By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, all these 
congruences can be solved, and the resulting nine sub-rectangles assembled to 
form a rectangle of type p x q in the pattern of Fig. 5. The vertical lengths agree 
in the mod y1 diagram since 
We now examine each sub-rectangle to see how many unit holes it requires. 
Rectangle (1) has one side divisible by n and the other by m, and so may be filled 
completely. The same is true of rectangles (4), (5), (8) and (9). Rectangle (2), if 
sufficiently large, may be divided by horizontal lines into b rectangles, each having 
tt -type 1 x x and m-type x X 1. By Lemma 4 each of these, if sufficiet,rtly large, 
may be packed leaving x unit holes. Thus rectangle (2) is packed leaving bx holes. 
Rectangle (6) may be similarly divided into y rectangles each having n-type 
1 x (a +x) and m-type (a +x) X 1 and so may be packed leaving (a -t x)y holes. 
Rectangle (3) may be partitioned into an a x b array of sub-rectangles, each of 
type 1 x 1. By Lemma 4 each of these, if sufficiently large, can be packed leaving 
just one hole, so rectangle (3) requires only ab unit holes. Finally, rectangle (7) 
may be divided by horizontal lines into ms rectangles of type 1 x 1, and so 
requires only ms holes. The total number of unit holes in the packing of the p x q 
rectangle is now 
and the lemma is proved. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1 for all normal types by induction 
on the number f(p, q) defined by: I 
f(p,q)=a+b+c+d. 
If f( p, q) = 0, it follows that a == b = c = d = 0 so that p and q are both divisible by 
tn and n and the rectangle may be packed completely with no holes. Now suppose 
that for each normal type p’ x q’ with f(p’, q’) < f( p, q), every sufficiently large 
rectangle of type p’ x q’ can be packed leavim; R(p’, q’) unit holes. We will 
construct a rectangle of type p X q and pack it leaving R(p, q) unit holes. There 
are four cases to consider. 
Case I : c 2 Q, d 2 6. The result in this case follows from Lemma 5. 
Us, 2: CL 2 c, b 2 d. Again the result follows t rom Lemma 5 with the roles of 
rrz and n interchanged. 
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Case 3: a CC, b > d. If a = d = 0, then it 1 p and m 1 q so the rectangle can be 
packed completely. Hence we may assume that at least one of a and d is positive. 
Set c = a + x, b = d + y and let R(p, q) = ab + rzt = cd + ms as before. Let p’, J’ 
be solutions of the congruences: 
P’ = a(mod n) p’= x(mod m), 
q’= y(mod n) 
and 
q’= d(mod m). 
Since a+y<a+b~n and x+&c+dsm, p’xq’ is a normal type, and by 
Lemma 1 
A@‘., q’) = ay = ab - ad and B(p’, q’) = xd = cd - hd. 
Hence 
R(p, q) - ad = A(p’, q’) + nr = B(p’, q’) + ms. 
It follows by definition of R(p’, q’) that R(p’, q’) = R(p, q) - ad. Now in Fig. 6 we 
have a rectangle of type p x q decomposed into five sub-rectangles whose dimen- 
sions (mod n) and (mod m) are shown in the two diagrams. Rectangles (l), (4) and 
(5) each have one side divisible by y1 and the other by m, so these can be 
completely packed with m x it tiles. Rectangle (2), if sufficiently large, may be 
partitioned into an a x d array of sub-rectangles each of type 1 X 1. By Lemma 4 
each of these, if sufficiently large, may be packed leaving just one unit hole. 
Hence we may pack rectangle (2) leaving ad unit holes. Now rectangle (3) has 
n-typeaxyandm-typexxd,soitisoftypep’xq’.Butf(p’,q’)=a+d+x+y< 
2(a + d) + x + y = a + b + c + d = f(p, q), so by our induction hypothesis rectangle 
(3), if sufficiently large, may be packed leaving R(p’, q’) unit holes. The total 
number of unit holes in the packing of the p X q rectangle is then R(p’, q’) + ad = 
R(P, 4). 
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Case 4: a > c, b < d. This is exactly the same as Case 3 with the roles of m and 
Y interchanged. 
Theorem 1 is now proved for all normal types. It follows immediately for other 
types from Lemma 3, since every type is equivalent o a normal type. 
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